
PIG® Bucket of Center-Pull Wipers -
Add Your Own Disinfectant

WIP8601 For Commercial-Grade & EPA List N
Disinfectants, Cleaners - NOT for Quat-Based
Sanitizers,6" x 6",12 rolls per case

Just add your disinfectant to the resealable
dispenser bucket to create your own surface
sanitizing wipes.

Roll of disposable wipers in a bucket allows you
to create your own cleaning wipes by adding
the antibacterial cleaner, disinfectant or
sanitizer of your choice

-

Ideal for wiping down surfaces such as
handrails, door handles, tabletops, chairs,
counters, faucets and other high-touch surfaces

-

Use with commercial/professional-grade
disinfectants, alcohol, bleach, EPA List N
disinfectants, cleaners, and sanitizers (no
quaternary ammonium)

-

Reusable, compact white polyethylene bucket
has an easy-to-reseal dispensing top

-

Closed, all-in-one bucket system means less
contamination and exposure to chemical
vapors, spills and splashes; safer than an open
bucket

-

Soft, durable wipers won't scratch surfaces but
clean rough areas without shredding

-

Saturating wipers in a bucket help reduce waste
compared to using dry wipers with multiple
spray bottles

-

Each perforated sheet measures 6" W x 8" L;
roll diameter is 6"

-

Approximately 170 wipers per roll and 2040
wipers per case

-

Specifications

Style Center-Pull Pop-Up

Use With
Commercial-Grade & EPA List N Disinfectants, Cleaners -

NOT for Quat-Based Sanitizers

Dimensions ext. dia. 6" x 6" H

Application General Maintenance

Brand PIG

Dispenser No

Color White

Industry
Grocery/Retail; Restaurant; Institutional Facilities;

Healthcare/Lab; Industrial & Commercial; Government



Strength Rating No Strength Rating

Sold as 12 rolls per case

Weight 8.45 lbs.

# per Pallet 30

Composition Cellulose and polypropylene spunlace

Includes
12 - Wiper Rolls

1 - Dispensing Bucket with Handle

UNSPSC 47131502

Pigalog® Page Number Page 143

Metric Equivalent

Dimensions ext. dia. 15.2cm x 15.2cm H

Weight 3.8 kg

Technical Information

USOnly

This product can ONLY be shipped to the United States.

http://www.pigalog.com/?PageLabel=143

